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Abstract. Given a Shimura datum (C, h) of PEL type, let p be an 
odd prime at which G is unramified. In [13], we established a formula 
computing the l-adic cohomology of the associated Shimura varieties 
(regarded as a representation of the adelic points of G and of the local 
Weil group at p) in terms of that oftheir local models at p (the associated 
Rapoport-Zink spaces) and of the corresponding Igusa varieties. In this 
paper we extend those results (which are for cohomology with constant 
l-adic coefficients) to the general case of coefficients in a lisse etale sheaf 
attached to a finite dimensionall-adic representation of the group C. 
1 Introduction 
To any reductive group G defined over a number field, one can associate a 
projective system of differentiable manifolds endowed with an action of G(AOO), 
the finite adelic points of G. Furthermore, to each algebraic representation p of G 
on a finite dimensional complex vector space, one can attach a local system .£p on 
the corresponding manifolds and consider their complex cohomology spaces with 
coefficients in ..cp as representations of G(AOC). These complex cohomology spaces 
can then be interpreted in terms of automorphic forms on C. Moreover, for any 
cuspidal automorphic representation n of C(A), satisfying certain "algebraic" con-
ditions at infinity, there is a suitable choice of a representation p such that noo will 
appear in the associated cohomology spaces. For a certain class of G's, which was 
isolated by Shimura, these differential manifolds have a natural algebraic structure 
defined over a number field E. In most cases, the algebraic structure is obtained 
by interpreting the manifolds as classifying spaces over C for abelian varieties with 
additional structures. E.g., in the PEL case, the Shimura varieties arise as moduli 
spaces of abelian varieties endowed with polarizations, prescribed endomorphisms 
and level structures. Furthermore, to each algebraic representation ~ of G on a 
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finite dimensional I-adic vector space, one can attach a lisse etale I-adic sheaf Le 
on the corresponding varieties and their l-adic etale cohomology groups with coeffi-
cients in LI; are naturally representations of G(A 00) x fE, for fE the absolute Galois 
group of E. Again, the finite component of a cuspidal automorphic representation 
II of G(A), satisfying certain algebraic conditions at infinity, will appear in some 
I-adic etale cohomology group for a suitable choice of ~. A conjecture of Lang-
lands predicts that the Galois representation associated to an "algebraic" cuspidal 
automorphic representation II of G(A.) under the (conjectural) global Langlands 
correspondences can be detected by looking at the IIOO-isotypic component ~rr of 
these cohomology spaces. In view of the compatibility between global and local 
Langlands correspondences, one also expects that, for any prime number p, the 
restriction of ~rr to W E
v
' the local \Veil group at a prime vip, depends only on 
the p-adic component of II. This latter prediction is the main motivation for our 
work, which focus on the study of the l-adic etale cohomology groups of Shimura 
varieties of PEL type as representations of G(A. 00) x W Ev' for v a prime of E di-
viding a fixed prime number p which we assume to be unramified for the group G. 
More precisely, in this paper we compute the l-adic etale cohomology groups of the 
Shimura varieties, with coefficients in £e (for e an irreducible finite dimensional 
l-adic representation of G), in terms of the l-adic etale cohomology groups of their 
local models, constructed by Rapoport and Zink, and those of the associated Igusa 
varieties. The latter are classifying spaces for abelian varieties in positive charac-
teristic, whose defining moduli problems are closely related to those of the Shimura 
varieties. In the resulting formula, both the actions of the p-adic points of G and of 
the local Weil group are trivial on the I-adic etale cohomology groups of the Igusa 
varieties but not on those of the Rapoport-Zink spaces. Moreover, only the l-adic 
etale cohomology groups of the Igusa varieties have coefficients in a local system de-
pending on ~ (namely, the pullback of .L:I;) while those of the Rapoport-Zink spaces 
have triviall-adic coefficients. These two facts make the formula heuristically com-
patible with Langlands' conjecture, in the sense explained above, and also with a 
conjecture of Kottwitz which predicts that the local Langlands correspondences at 
p (for the groups G's in the class considered in this papers) are realized by the 
l-adic etale cohomology of the Rapoport-Zink spaces, with trivial coefficients. We 
remark that a special case of this formula, namely the case when ~ is the trivial 
representation, was previously established in [13]. The goal of this paper is to gen-
eralized those results to any e. In view of the general philosophy, the case of l-adic 
etale cohomology with constant coefficients is too restrictive for most applications. 
1.1 Outline. Our strategy closely follows that of [13], where the final formula 
(in the case of triviall-adic coefficients) is deduced by results about the local geom-
etry of the Shimura varieties at the chosen prime vip. In particular, the formula in 
[13] can be regarded as an application of the appropriate Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence and Kiinneth formula, and reflects a description of (a stratification of) the 
Shimura varieties at v as quotients by the action of a group of the products of their 
local models and 19usa varieties. Similarly, the formula with non-constant coeffi-
cients proved in this paper (and more precisely, its special case for ~ the standard 
representation) reflects analogous statements about the local geometry at v of the 
universal abelian scheme over the Shimura varieties (and its multi-self-products). In 
particular, we prove that the universal abelian schemes over the Shimura varieties 
at v and those over the 19usa varieties become isogenous once pull-backed over the 
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products of the Rapoport-Zink local models and Igusa varieties. We remark that 
while it would be possible to reproduce in this new context all of the constructions 
of [13], we chose not to. Instead, we preferred to deduce the new results from those 
in [13]. In Section 2, we recall results and constructions from the theory of inte-
gral models of Shimura varieties of PEL type, following [10] for the cases of good 
reduction and [13] for the general cases. In Section 3, we state the main theorem 
of this paper and outline a strategy for its proof. In Section 4, we show that the 
general case of this theorem can be deduced from a special case, namely the case 
of ~ the standard representation. Finally, in Section 5, we prove the latter case. 
Throughout the paper, our notations follows those in [7] and [13]. 
2 Shimura varieties of PEL type 
2.1 Integral models at unramified primes. In this section, we recall the 
definition of Shimura varieties of PEL type as moduli spaces for abelian varieties 
with additional structures. We focus in particular on the cases of good reduction at 
a chosen prime p. Our exposition follows [10] (Section 5, pp. 389-392) and we refer 
to it for details. A warning about notations: in certain cases the moduli spaces here 
described are not the canonical models of the corresponding Shimura varieties but 
disjoint unions of finitely many copies of them (see [10], Sec. 8, pp. 398-400). In 
the following, we will ignore this issue and refer to these moduli spaces as Shimura 
varieties. 
2.1.1 We fix data of the following type: 
• B a finite dimensional simple algebra over Q; 
• * a positive involution on B over Q; 
• V a nonzero finitely generated left B-module; 
• (,) a non degenerate Q-valued *-hermitian alternating pairing on V. 
To the above data, we associate an algebraic group Gover Q as follows. \Ve define 
G as the group of the B-linear automorphisms of V which preserve the pairing (, ) 
up to scalar multiple, Le. for any Q-algebra R 
G(R) = {(e, g) E R X x AutB0QR(VQ$lQR)I(gv,gw) = c(v,w) for all v,w E V0QR}. 
In this paper we are occupied with the class of Shimura varieties associated with 
an algebraic group G of this form. These varieties are called of PEL type. We 
remark that any group G of this form is equipped with a canonical homomorphism 
v : G -+ Gm , which to a B-linear automorphism of V preserving the pairing (,) up 
to scalar multiple associates the latter, Le. for any Q-algebra R and any element 
(c,g) E G(R) we define v(R)(c,g) = c. Let (G,h) be a Shimura datum associated 
with some data (B, *, V, (,» as above. As usual, h denotes a conjugacy class of 
cocharacters JLh : Gm -+ Gc satisfying the appropriate positivity condition. Then, 
the Shimura field E = E(G, h) c C, associated with the pair (G, h), is the field of 
definition of the isomorphism class of the complex representation Vi of B, where 
Vi is the subspace of Vc on which /lh(Z) acts as z. The Shimura varieties attached 
to the datum (G, h) have a natural structure of algebraic varieties defined over E. 
More precisely, let Aoo denote the ring of the finite adeles of Q, and K an open 
compact subgroup of G(Aoo). For K sufficiently small, the associated Shimura 
variety ShK is a smooth quasi-projective scheme defined over E, and has a moduli 
interpretation as a classifying space for abelian varieties. As K varies, the varieties 
ShK form a projective system, naturally endowed with an action of G(Aoo). \Ve 
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refer to [10] for the definition of PEL type moduli problems for abelian varieties over 
the reflex field E. Here, we focus on the cases of good reduction at a chosen prime 
p, and introduce the corresponding moduli problems over OE,(p) , the localization 
at p of the ring of integers of E. 
2.1.2 Let p be an odd prime. We assume that the PEL data (B, *, V, ( ,) 
satisfy the following three conditions: 
1. there exists a Z(p)-order OB in B which is preserved by * and whose p-adic 
completion is a maximal order in BQp; 
2. there exists a lattice A in VQp which is self-dual for ( ,) and is preserved by 
OBi 
3. (unramified hypothesis) BQp is a product of matrix algebras over unramified 
extensions of Qp. 
Under the above conditions, the group G has an hyperspecial maximal compact 
subgroup Kp,o of G(Qp), namely the stabilizer of A. In the following, we write 
G(Zp) = Kp,o, G(Qp)t = (G(Zp),p) for the subgroup of G(Qp) generated by G(Zp) 
and multiplication by p on V, and G(AOO)t = G(AOO,P) x G(Qp)t. We also write 
o BQp for the p-adic completion of 0 B. Finally, we choose a basis 01, ... Ot for the 
free Z(p)-module OB, and let Xl, ... X t be indeterminates. Then the polynomial 
det(XloI + ... + XtOt; VI) is homogeneous of degree dimdVi), with coefficients in 
OE,(p)' We restrict our attention to open compact subgroups K of G(A) of the form 
K = KPKp,o, where KP is an open compact subgroup ofG(AOO,P). We remark that 
if KP is sufficiently small, then so is K. \Ve assume KP is sufficiently small. Under 
the above conditions, the Shimura varieties ShKPKp,Q admit integral models SKP 
over OE,(p) satisfying the following properties. For all KP, the schemes 8K P are 
smooth and quasi-projective over OE,(p), and as KP varies they form a projective 
system endowed with an action of G(AOO,P). Moreover, there exist canonical iso-
morphisms ShKPKp,Q ~ 8K P xSpec(OE,(p» Spec(E) which form a compatible system 
as the level KP varies, and are equivariant for the action of G(AOO,P). The schemes 
SKP have a moduli interpretation as classifying spaces for abelian varieties. \Ve 
recall their definition. To any open compact subgroup KP c G(AOO,P), we asso-
ciate a set-valued contravariant functor F Kp on the category of locally Noetherian 
OE,(p)-schemes. It suffices to define FKP(S) for 8 connected, in which case we 
first define F Kp (8) = F Kp (S, s) for a choice of a geometric point s E S, and then 
observe that such set is independent on the choice of s E S. For any pair (8, s), we 
define F Kp (8, s) as the set of equivalence classes of quadruples (A, A, i, if) where: 
• A is an abelian scheme over S; 
• A: A --* AV is a prime-to-p polarization; 
• i : OB <--+ End(A)0zZ(p) is a morphism ofZ(p)-algebras such that Aoi(b*) = 
i(b)V 0 A, and det(XIaI + ... + Xtat; Lie(A)) = det(XIaI + ... + Xtat; VI) 
(the latter is an equality of homogeneous polynomial with coefficients in the 
global sections of Os, known as the determinant condition); 
• if is a 7rl(S,s)-invariant KP-orbit of isomorphisms of B 0Q AOO'P-modules 
if : V 0Q Aoo,p --* VP A. which takes the pairing (,) on V 0Q Aoo,p to 
a (AOO,P) x-scalar multiple of the A-Weil pairing. (Here, VPAs denotes the 
Tate space of As away from p). 
Two quadruples (A,A,i,7]P) and (A',N,i',(7]P)') are equivalent if there exists a 
prime-to-p isogeny fJ : A --* A' which takes A to a Z(;,fmultiple of A', i to i' and fj 
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to (i/P)'. For KP sufficiently small, the functor FKP on the category of locally Noe-
therian OE,(p)-schemes is represented by a smooth quasi-projective OE,(p)-scheme. 
For each KP sufficiently small, the integral model SKP is defined as the OE,(p)-
scheme representing FKP ([10], Sec. 5, p. 391). 
2.1.3 We now focus on the problem of defining integral models for ShK , in 
the case when the level K is not maximal at p. \Ve consider exclusively the case of 
K of the form KP Kp where KP is any sufficiently small open compact subgroup of 
G(Aoo,P) and Kp is an open compact subgroup of G(Qp) , Kp c Kp,o, of the form 
Kp = Kp,m = {g E Kp,ol9A == 1 mod pmA}, 
for some integer m ~ O. As m varies, the subgroups Kp,m form a fundamental 
system of open neighborhoods of the identity in G(Qp), and similarly, as both m 
and KP vary, the subgroups K = KP Kp,m describe a fundamental system of open 
compact subgroups of G(A,cX»). Thus, it is without loss of generality that through 
the rest of this paper we assume the open compact subgroups K of G(fo.. 00) to be 
of this form. For any such K, K = KP K p, we define the corresponding integral 
model of ShK as a SKP-scheme, and denote it by SK. The key ingredient is Katz 
and Mazur's notion of a full set of sections for finite fiat schemes ([9], Section 1.8.2, 
p.33). Details and proofs of the construction can be found in [13] (Section 6, pp. 
597-601). For any m ~ 1, and K = KPKp,m, we define SK as the SKP-scheme 
representing the following functor Sm. Let A denote the universal abelian scheme 
over SKP. \Ve write A[pm] for its pm-torsion subgroup, AlPOO ] for its p-divisible 
part, and I1p= for the group scheme of the pm_th roots of unity. We recall that the 
additional structures on A induce corresponding structures on the Barsotti-Tate 
group A[poo], namely (in our case) a quasi-polarization (which we denote by £) and 
a compatible action of OBQp' To any SKP-scheme T, the functor Sm associates the 
set of pairs (ao,a) where ao : p-m7l..l7l.. -+ I1prr>(T) and a : p-mA/A -+ A[pm](T) 
are two group homomorphisms satisfying the conditions: 
1. {ao(x)1 x E p-m 7l..I7l..} is a full set of sections of I1p=,TIT; 
2. {a(x) I x E p-m AI A} is a full set of sections of A[pm]T IT; 
3. a is OBQp -equivariant; 
4. the following diagram commutes 
p-m AI A x p-m AI A ~ p-m7l..l7l.. 
axal lao 
A[pm](T) X A[pm](T) ~ Jipm(T) 
(here, with abuse of notations (,) denotes the pairing on p-m AI A induced 
by that on A, and (,), is the £-Weil pairing on A[pm](T)). 
For any m 2: 1, the functor Sm is representable. The representing scheme SKis 
finite over SKP, and naturally endowed with an action of G(7l..p) , trivial on Kp,m' For 
m = 0, we write SK = SKP. As K varies, the schemes SK form a projective system 
naturally endowed with an action of G(fo..oo)t = G(AOO,P) x G(Qp)t. Moreover, for 
each K, there is a canonical isomorphism ShK ~ SK XSpec(OE.(p)) SpeeCE), such 
that, as K varies, they form compatible system which is G(fo..oo)Lequivariant with 
respect to the natural action of G(fo..OO ) on the Shimura varieties. \Ve point out 
that in general the action of the whole G(Aoo) on the Shimura varieties does not 
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extend to the above integral models. On the other hand, for a slightly more general 
class of integral models, the associated correspondences do ([13], Proposition 17, p. 
600). 
2.2 Cohomology and vanishing cycle sheaves. Let I be a prime number, 
I =1= p. Any continuous l-adic representation of G(A,.OO) gives rise to lisse etale 1-
adic sheaves FK over ShK, for all sufficiently small open compact subgroups K of 
C(A,.OO) ([10], Section 6, pp. 392-393; or [7], Section III.2, pp. 94-105). We apply 
this construction to e an algebraic finite dimensional l-adic representation of C. 
2.2.1 Let e be an algebraic representation of G on a finite dimensional Qi-
vector space ~Ve, and denote the corresponding sheaves on the Shimura varieties 
by .ce = Le,K' As K varies, the sheaves .ce,K form a compatible system, naturally 
endowed with an action of C(A,.OO). More precisely, for each, E G(A,.OO) and 
level K, let K'""( = K n ,K,-l, f : ShK ,,{ -+ ShK denote the natural projection 
between Shimura varieties corresponding to the inclusion K'""( c K, and,: ShK,,{ -+ 
Sh,""(-lK,,{,""( -+ ShK the composition of the action of, with the natural projection 
between Shimura varieties. Then there is a canonical isomorphism between the 
pullbacks ,* Le,K and f* Lt:"K over ShK,,{ ([10], Section 6, pp. 392-393). It follows 
that, for each i 2: 0, the Qic-spaces 
H~(Sh,Le) = ~ K H~(ShK XE E ac , Lt:"K) 
have a canonical structure of G(A,.OO) x Gal(Eac/E)-modules. In fact, they are 
admissible/continuous G(A,.OO) x Gal(Eac / E)-modules. We write 
Hc(Sh,Le) = ~)-l)iH~(Sh,.ce) E Groth(C(A,.OO) x Gal(Eac/E)). 
i 
In this paper we focus on their restriction to G(A,.OO) x WEv' for WEv the Weil group 
of the completion of E at a prime v dividing p. 
2.2.2 Let v be prime of E dividing p. We write Ev for the completion of E 
at v, OEv for its ring of integers, and k for it residue field, #k = q = pl. We 
choose an algebraic closure kac of k, and denote by Eo the fraction field of W(kac ), 
the ring of 'Witt vector of kac , and by a the q-th power of Frobenius on Eo. The 
unramified hypothesis in 2.1.2 implies that v is unramified, i.e. Ev C Eo. We fix 
an algebraic closure Er;c of E v , containing Eo, and an embedding v : Eac -+ E::;, 
extending the identity of E. These data allow us to identify the Weil group of Ev 
with the decomposition group of v in Gal(Eac/E), i.e. WEv C Gal(Eac/E). For 
each i 2: 0, we regard the cohomology spaces H~(Sh, Le) as C(A,. 00) x W Ev -modules 
via restriction. They are admissible/continuous C(AOO) x WEv-modules which can 
be computed as 
H~(Sh,.ce) = ~ K H~(ShK XE E~c,.ce,K)' 
In the following, for each level K, we replace the E-scheme ShK by the Ev-scheme 
ShK XSpec(E) Spec(Ev), which with abuse of notations we still denote by ShK. 
2.2.3 Let K be an open compact subgroup of G(A,.OO) as in Section 2.1.3, 
and consider the OEv-scheme SK XSPec(OE,(p» Spec(OE,,), which again with abuse 
of notations we still denote by S K. We write S K for its reduction in positive 
characteristic p, i.e. SK = SK XSpec(OE
v
) Spec(k), and RW~ = RW~K for its 
vanishing cycle functor. For all integers p, q 2: 0, we define 
~ KH%(SK Xk kac , RqW~(Le)) = H~(S,Rqw~(.ce)). 
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It follows from the above constructions that these l-adic spaces have a natural 
structure of G(AOO)t x WEv-modules. In fact, they are admissible/continuous 
G(AOO)t x WEv-modules. We define 
Hc(S,R\J!~(.ce)) = 2)-I)p+qH~(S,Rq\J!~(.cd). 
p,q 
The main goal of this paper is to study these virtual G(A OO)t x W Ev -modules. 
2.2.4 Let K be of the form K = KP Kp,Q. Then, the above vanishing cycle 
sheaves are easy to compute. More precisely, it follows from the construction of the 
integral models SK = SKP that in this case the lisse etale sheaf .ce over ShK extends 
canonically to a lisse etale sheaf over SKP (which we also denote by.ce = .ce,KP), 
Furthermore, given that the schemes S Kp are smooth, the associated vanishing 
cycle sheaves Rq\J!~(.ce) over SKP xSpec(k) Spec(kaC) vanish for all q 2: 1, and for 
q = 0 they are equal to the restriction of sheaf £e / S KP to the geometric special 
fiber SKP xSpec(k) Spec(kaC). In the following, we study the sheaves Rq\J!~K(£e), 
when the level K is of the form K = KP Kp,m, for an integer m 2: 1. 
2.2.5 We remark that in the case of proper Shimura varieties, the theory of 
vanishing cycle sheaves ([4]) enable us to express the cohomology of the Shimura 
varieties in terms of the above cohomology spaces. More precisely, we deduce an 
equality of virtual admissible/continuous G(ACXl)t x WEv-modules 
H(Sh,£e) = H(S,R\J!~(.ce», 
where the action of G(AOO)t x WEv on the left hand side is obtained by restriction 
from the action of G(AOO) x WE
v
' Furthermore, in [13] (Section 8, p. 607), we 
showed that, under the assumption of properness, the action of G(A OC)t x lVEv on 
the right hand side canonically extends to the whole group G (A OC) x W E
v
' and that 
the above equality holds as an equality of G(A 00) x ~VEv -modules. To be precise, 
in loco cit. we prove these results for { = Qrc but the same arguments apply to any 
{. These results rely on a construction of integral correspondences which model the 
action of the whole G(AOO) on the Shimura varieties, as mentioned at the end of 
Section 2.1.3. 
2.3 Newton stratification. We study the modules Hc(S, R\J!~(£e» follow-
ing the strategy carried out in [13], in the case of ~ = Qrc the trivial representation. 
In this section, we recall the aspects of the general theory of local models for 
Shimura varieties of PEL type (following the work of Rapoport and Zink in [18]) 
and of the constructions in [13] which are relevant to extending the results to the 
case of ~ any finite dimensionall-adic representation. We refer to [13] (Section 5, 
pp. 589-596) for details. 
2.3.1 To the global Shimura datum (G, h), we associate the local datum 
(GQp ' /-lQ~c ) where GQp = G 0Q Qp and /-lQ~c denotes the conjugacy class of cochar-
acters of GQp determined by h and our choice of an embedding v : Eac -t E~c, i.e. 
the class of cocharacters iJ 0 /-lh, for /-lh in h (here, Q;' = E~C). In [11], to a local 
datum (GQp , I1Q~c) Kottwitz associates a partially ordered finite set B( GQp, /-lQ;c), 
For GQp of PEL type (which includes all cases coming from a global Shimura datum 
of PEL type), the set B (GQp, I1Q~c) is canonically identified with the set of isogeny 
classes of Barsotti-Tate groups over kae with /-lQac-compatible GQp -structures. In 
p 
our cases, these include (and conjecturally are exactly) the Barsotti-Tate groups 
arising as the p-divisible parts of the abelian varieties over kac classified by the 
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Shimura varieties associated with the corresponding global Shimura datum. Equiv-
alently, B(GQp, f1Q~c) is identified with a subset of the set of Newton polygons with 
end-points prescribed by JlQac. Under the latter identification, the partial order on 
p 
B ( GQp , f1Q~c) corresponds to the partial order "lying on or below" among convex 
polygons ([17], Section 1, pp. 155-164). 
2.3.2 Let K be a sufficiently small open compact subgroup of G(ll,.oo) , and SK 
the reduction modulo p of the corresponding Shimura variety. For each geometric 
point x of S K, we write Ax for the corresponding abelian varieties, and bx for the 
isogeny class of the Barsotti-Tate group with additional structure Ax [pool. To each 
b E B (GQp , JlQ~c ), we associate the set 
The set SK(b) is a locally closed subspace of SK, and has a natural structure of 
locally closed subscheme defined over k. Furthermore, as b E B( GQp ' JlQ~c) varies, 
the subschemes SK(b) form a stratification of SK which is known as the Newton 
stratification. (The definition of the Newton stratification is due to Rapoport and 
Richartz in [17]. Their work generalizes to the context of Shimura varieties a 
classical result of Grothendieck, in [6]). We recall that it is not known in general 
whether the strata SK(b) are non-empty for all b E B(GQp, JlQ~c). In the following, 
we only consider elements b E B (GQp ,JlQ~c) which are associated with non-empty 
strata. We remark that this condition is independent of the level K. It is an easy 
observation that, for each b E B( GQp ' JlQ~c), as the level K varies, the strata S K (b) 
form a projective system stable under the action of G(ll,.OO)t. It follows that, for all 
p, q ;::: 0, the Gic-spaces 
have a natural structure of admissible/continuous G(ll,.OO)t x WEv-modules. For 
each b E B ( GQp , JlQ~c ), we define 
Hc(S(b), R\J!~(C~» = 2:,( -l)P+q Hr(S(b) , Rq\J!~(CE»' 
p,q 
Then, there is an equality of virtual admissible/continuous G(ll,. oo)t x fV Ev -modules 
Furthermore, it follows from the remark in Section 2.2.5 that in the case of proper 
Shimura varieties the above equality holds as an equality of G(ll,. =) x W Ev -modules. 
2.4 Local models. Given the latter equality, we shift our focus to studying 
the modules Hc(S(b), RiJ!~ (C~», for b E B( GQp , JlQ~c). Our strategy is to establish 
a connection between these spaces and the cohomology of the corresponding local 
models. In the following, we recall the main aspects of the theory of local models 
for Shimura varieties of PEL type. We refer to [18] for a complete discussion of 
this theory, and to [12] (Section 7.2, pp. 298-302, and Section 8.2, pp. 317-327) 
for details and proof of the results in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. 
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2.4.1 Let b E B(GQp,JLQ~c). In [18], Rapoport and Zink associate to the data 
(GQp , JLQ~c, b) a projective system of rigid analytic spaces Mb,Kp over Eo, indexed 
by the open compact subgroups Kp C Kp,Q of G(Qp), and naturally endowed with 
an action of G(Qp) and a a-semi-linear automorphism. For Kp = Kp,o, the rigid 
analytic space Mb,Kp.o is defined as the generic fiber of the formal W(kaC)-scheme 
representing the following set-valued functor Mb on the category offormal ~V(kac)_ 
schemes. 'Ve first define lvh = Alb,x as depending on the choice of a Barsotti-Tate 
group with additional structure X/ kac in the isogeny class determined by b. We 
later observe that the resulting functor is up to isomorphism independent of such 
a choice. 'Ve remark that it suffices to define Mb,x(S) for any W(kaC)-scheme S 
where p is locally nilpotent. Let Mb,x(S) be the set of isomorphism classes of pairs 
(H, (3) where H is a Barsotti-Tate group with additional structures defined over S, 
and fJ : Xs -+ Hs is a quasi-isogeny defined over the subscheme S = Z(p) of S. 
(Here, Z(p) denotes the subscheme defined by the equation p = 0, regarded as a 
kac-scheme.) The functor Mb,x is represented by a formal ~V(kaC)-scheme Mb,X, 
which is formally smooth and formally locally of finite type. The formal scheme 
Mb,x is naturally endowed with an action of the group of quasi-self-isogenies of X, 
by right translations. We denote the group of quasi-self-isogenies of X by Jb(Qp), 
since it may be canonically identified with the Qp-points of an algebraic group 
Jb/Qp, depending only on b E B(GQp, J.lQ~c). Furthermore, the scheme Mb,x is also 
endowed with a a-semi-linear automorphism, which is defined by left translation by 
the inverse of the q-th power of the Frobenius of X, and which commutes with the 
previous action of Jb(Qp). In the following, we refer to this automorphism as an 
(unramified) action of ~v Ev' Finally, for each pair of non-negative integers n, d ;:::: 0, 
we define the truncated Rapoport-Zink space M~~ to be the formal subscheme of 
Mb,x classifying pairs (H,fJ) such that the quasi-isogenies pn(3 and pd-nfJ-1 are 
isogenies. For all n, d, the natural inclusions M~,~ -+ Mb,X are closed embeddings 
and, as n, d vary, they define a direct system. Let Mb,Kp,o denote the generic fiber 
of the formal W(kaC)-scheme Mb,X, regarded as a rigid analytic Eo-space. For each 
Kp c Kp,o, we define Mb,Kp as the space over Mb,Kp,o parameterizing Kp-Ievel 
structures on the universal Barsotti-Tate group H / Mb,Kp,o (here, by a Kp-Ievel 
structure on H we mean the Kp-orbit of a trivialization of the Tate module of H). 
For each Kp C Kp,o, the rigid analytic space Mb,Kp is a finite etale Galois cover 
of Mb K . In particular it is a smooth rigid analytic space over Eo, of dimension 
, p,o , 
Db = dimMb K o' 
2.4.2 As' K~ varies, the spaces Mb,Kp form a projective system naturally en-
dowed with an action of G(Qp) x Jb(Qp) X WEv ' For each i ;:::: 0, we define 
Then, they are smooth/continuous G(Qp) x Jb(Qp) x WEv-modules, but it is not 
known whether they are also admissible/continuous. On the other hand, to each 
admissible representation p of Jb(Qp), we may associated the G(Qp) x W Ev -modules 
Extp (Hq(Mb l1l',ac) p) These modules are admissible/continuous and vanish Jb(Qp) C ,"'l/,' 
for almost all p, q > O. For each b E B(GQp,J.lQ~c), we define a functor 
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which to an admissible virtual representation p of J(Qp) associates 
Eb(P) = 2) -l)p+qExtjb(Qp)(H~(Mb' QiC), p)( -Db). 
p,q 
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In the following we also denote by Eb the functor from Groth(Jb(Qp) x G(AOO,P» 
to Groth(G(AOO) x WE.,) which is obtain by extending the above functor by the 
identity on Groth(G(AOO,P». 
2.4.3 It follows from Berkovich's theory of vanishing cycles of formal schemes 
([3], Corollary 2.5, p. 373), together with the fact that all the irreducible compo-
nents of the reduced scheme associated with Mb,X are projective kac-schemes ([18], 
Proposition 2.32, p. 63), that the above functor can also be computed in terms of 
the cohomology groups of the reduced closed fiber of Mb,X with coefficients in the 
appropriate vanishing cycle sheaves. Indeed, let us restrict our attention to levels 
Kp of the form Kp = Kp,m, m ~ O. Then, similarly to the case of the integral 
models of Shimura varieties of PEL type, we can apply Katz and Mazur's notion of 
full set of sections for finite flat group schemes to construct integral models for the 
Rapoport-Zink spaces. More precisely, for each Kp = Kp,m, m ~ 0, there exists 
a formal W(kaC)-scheme Mb,X,Kp satisfying the following properties. It is finite 
over Mb,X = Mb,X,Kp,o' and its generic fiber is canonically isomorphic to Mb,Kp' 
Furthermore, as Kp varies, the formal schemes Mb,X,Kp form a projective system 
endowed with an action of Jb(Qp) x G(Qp)t x W Ev ' which is compatible under the 
above isomorphisms with the action of Jb(Qp) x G(Qp) x WEv on the rigid analytic 
Rapoport-Zink spaces Mb,Kp' For each Kp = Kp,m, we write Mb,KP = Mb,X,Kp 
for the reduced scheme associated with Mb,X,KP, regarded as a kac-scheme, and 
denote by RiI!~ = RiI(~1Kp its vanishing cycle functor. Then, for each p, q ~ 0, we 
define the Qi-space 
H~(Mb, RqiI!~(QiC» = ~ KpH~(Mb,Kp, RqiI!~Kp (QiC». 
For allp, q ~ 0, these are smooth/continuous G(Qp) X Jb(Qp) xWEv-modules. More-
over, for each admissible representation p of Jb(Qp), the G(Qp)t x WEv-modules 
Tor~b(Qp)(Hf(Mb,RqiI!~(Qi»,p) are admissible/continuous and vanish for al-
most all i, p, q ~ O. Similarly to the case of integral models for Shimura varieties, 
by considering a class of integral models for the Rapoport-Zink spaces larger than 
that introduced here, it is possible to canonically extend the smooth/continuous 
(resp. admissible /continuous) action of G(Qp)t x WEv on the above Qi-spaces 
to a smooth/continuous (resp. admissible/continuous) action of G(Qp) x W Ev ' 
Furthermore, for each p, there is an equality of virtual G(Qp) x WEv-modules 
Eb(p) = L(-l)i+p+qTor~b(Qp)(HnMb,RqiI!~(Qi),p). 
i,p,q 
2.5 19usa varieties. In order to establish a connection between the cohomol-
ogy of the Shimura varieties and that of their local models, we introduce a new kind 
of moduli spaces for abelian varieties in positive characteristic, the Igusa varieties. 
Igusa curves were first introduced by Igusa in the theory of modular curves ([8], or 
[9], chapters 12 and 13, pp. 344-450), and later generalized in the context of some 
simple Shimura varieties by Harris and Taylor ([7]). Their more general definition 
in the context of Shimura varieties of PEL type relies on work of Oort on foliations 
in moduli spaces of abelian varieties in positive characteristic ([15]), and on results 
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of Zink ([19]), and of Oort and Zink ([16]) on the existence of the slope filtration 
for p-divisible groups. We refer to [13] (Section 4, pp. 584-589) for details. 
2.5.1 Let b E B(GQp,JlQ~c), and fix a level KP C G(AOO,P). We assume SKP(b) 
is not empty, and choose x a closed geometric point of S Kp (b), defined over kac . 
We write X = Ax[POO]. The Barsotti-Tate group X/kac admits a unique slope 
decomposition, X = EBi Xi, into isoclinic Barsotti-Tate subgroups Xi, each endowed 
with the appropriate inherited additional structures (Le. an action of OBQ ' and 
isomorphisms £i : Xi ~ (Xt+I-i)V induced by the quasi-polarization £ of X). As 
before, we write Jb(<Qp) for the group of quasi-self-isogenies of X. We recall that 
the associated algebraic group Jb/Qp is an inner form of the Levi subgroup of GQp 
associated with the slope decomposition of the isocrystals of X. 
2.5.2 We say that a Barsotti-Tate group with additional structures Y defined 
over field k' J kac is geometrically isomorphic to X (we write Y '='! 9 X) if there 
exists a field extension kIf J k' over which the two become isomorphic. \Ve define 
C = Cx = Cx, the central leaf through x (or equivalently, associated to X), as 
Then, Cx is a closed subspace of S KP (b) defined over kac , which is a smooth scheme 
when endowed with the reduced subscheme structure. \Ve regard C as a smooth 
closed kac-subscheme of SKP(b). For each KP, we also write C = CKP c SKP(b). 
Then, as KP varies, the schemes CKp naturally form a projective system endowed 
with an action of G(A.'XJ,P) C G(AOO)t. 
2.5.3 Let C = CX-,KP' Without loss of generality, we assume X is completely 
slope divisible. We write HIC for the p-divisible part of the restriction of the uni-
versal abelian scheme A/ S KP ( b) to C. Then, it follows from the work of Zink 
([19]), and of Oort and Zink ([16]), that the Barsotti-Tate group HIC is also 
completely slope divisible. More precisely, H admits a canonical slope filtration 
o = Ho C HI C ... Ht = H, into Barsotti-Tate subgroups with slope divisible 
Barsotti-Tate subquotients Hi = Hi/Hi-I. Each HilC is a Barsotti-Tate group 
endowed with appropriate additional structures inherited by those of H. Moreover, 
it follows from the definition of C that, for each point y E C, the Barsotti-Tate 
groups with additional structures H~ are geometrically isomorphic to Xi, for all 
i. We write HSP = EDi Hi, also regarded as a Barsotti-Tate group with additional 
structure (its additional structures controlled by the Levi subgroup of Co.p which 
is an inner form of Jb ). \Ve observe that, for each y E C, the Barsotti-Tate group 
H;P is geometrically isomorphic (via a canonical isomorphism) to H y • (This follows 
from the fact that the slope filtration of a Barsotti-Tate group canonically splits 
over an algebraically closed field.) 
2.5.4 For each m :2: 1, we define the Jgusa variety of level m as the space 
Ig = Igw Kp over Cx KP parameterizing isomorphisms of truncated Barsotti-
m 4"2t., ,m I 
Tate groups with additional structures jm : X[pm]c ~ Hsp[pm]. (Here, by an 
isomorphism of truncated Barsotti-Tate group with additional structures, we mean 
an isomorphism of the underlying finite flat group schemes, which commutes with 
the additional structures and which extends etale locally to any truncation of higher 
depth m' ~ m.) It follows from the definition that, for each m :2: 1, the Igusa variety 
Igm is finite etale and Galois over C. Thus, in particular, it is a smooth scheme 
over pc. Ig
rn 
is naturally endowed with an action of the group of automorphism 
of X. Further more, as KP and m vary, the schemes IgKP ,m naturally form a 
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projective system endowed with commuting actions of G(AOO,P) c G(AOO)t and the 
group of automorphism of X. If we regard the group of automorphism of X as an 
open compact subgroup of Jb(Qp), then its action on the projective system ofIgusa 
varieties naturally extends to a larger subgroup which we denote by Jb(Qp)t ([13], 
Section 4, Lemma 5, pp. 586-587). 
2.5.5 Let ~ be a finite dimensional l-adic representation of G and C~ the 
associated lisse etale sheaf over the models SKP as in Section 2.2.4. For all KP, m 
as above, we write .c~ IIgx,KP ,'" for the pullback of the sheaf .cdS KP under the 
natural morphism IgX:,KP,m -7 CX,KP C SKP C SKP. For each i ::::: 0, we define 
H~(Igx, C~) = ~ KP,mH~(Igx,KP,m'.c~ IIgX,KP,,,,)' 
These Q1c-vector spaces have a natural structure of G(AOO,P) x Jb(Qp)Lmodules, 
which canonically extends to a structure of G(AOO,P) x Jb(Qp)-modules. Further 
more, as G(AOO,P) x Jb(Qp)-modules they are admissible. We define 
He (Igx:, C~) = L( -1)iH~(Igx,.c~) E Groth(G(AOO,P) x Jb(Qp)). 
i 
We remark that the above modules depend only on the isogeny class of X. In the 
following, given b E B(GI/Jp,PI/J~c), we sometimes write He(Igb'.c~) = He(Igx:,C~), 
for any choice of a Barsotti-Tate group x: in the isogeny class determined by b. 
3 Statement of the main results 
We are finally read to state the main theorem of this paper, as well as the 
intermediate results necessary to adapt to this more general context the strategy 
of [12] and [13]. 
Theorem 3.1 Maintaining the above notations. Let ~ be a representation of 
G on a finite dimensionaliQic -vector space. For each b E B (GI/Jp' PI/J';,c), there is an 
equality of virtual G(Aoo)t x WEv-modules 
where Eb is the functor associated with the local models of the Shimura varieties 
attached to b. In the case of proper Shimum varieties, the above equalities can be 
extended to the equalities of G(A 00) x W Ev -modules, for all b E B( GI/Jp, fJI/J';,')' In 
particular, we deduce an equality of G( A 00) x }V Ev -modules 
H(Sh,.c~) = 
For ~ = iQic the trivial representation, the above theorem was proven in [13] 
(Theorem 22, p. 607). While the above formula was previously only established for 
cohomology with trivial coefficients, many of the constructions and intermediate 
results in [12} and [13J were carried out in larger generality. In the following, we 
recall those constructions and point out the results about the local geometry of the 
Shimura varieties and their vanishing cycle sheaves which underlie the formula. 
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3.1 Strategy. We fix KP a sufficiently small open compact subgroup of 
G(AOO,P). Let b E B(GQp , J1Q~') and assume S(b) = SKP(b) is not empty. We 
choose X a Barsotti-Tate group with additional structures associated with a closed 
geometric point of S(b), and write M = Mb,X (resp. kI,d = M~,~, n,d ~ 0) for 
the reduced closed fiber of the local model Mb,X (resp. M~~). For each m ;:::: 0, 
we also write Igm = Igx,Kp,rn for the Igusa variety of level m, associated with our 
choice of b,X, and KP. For all m, n, d;:::: 0, we define 
~,d """":"'"'"",d -
ql : Igm x M ----+ Igo and q2 : Igm x M -+ M, 
respectively as the first projection of the product composed with the cover map 
Igm -+ Igo, and the second projection of the product composed with the natural 
inclusion kid Y M. Finally, for any level K of the form K = KP Kp, with 
Kp = Kp,m C Kp,o, we write K o = KP Kp,o, and denote by fKp : ShK -+ ShKo and 
9Kp : Mb,Kp -+ Mb,Kp,o the cover maps between Shimura varieties and Rapoport-
Zink spaces corresponding respectively to the inclusions K C K o and Kp C Kp,o. 
3.1.1 In [13] (Proposition 9, p.592) we construct a system of finite 
kac - morphisms 
7r(N,m,n,d) : Igrn x N1,d -+ S(b)ka, = S(b) Xk kac, 
indexed by quadruples of non-negative integers (N, m, n, d) satisfying certain con-
ditions (namely, we require that m, N are sufficiently large ... vith respect to d). As 
m, n, d vary, the morphisms 7r(N,m,n,d) form a system compatible under the natural 
projections among Igusa varieties and inclusion of truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces, 
and as N varies, they are compatible up to powers of the relative Frobenius F of 
S(b)jk. Moreover, as a system, they are Jb(Qp)Lequivariant, for the natural action 
of Jb(Qp)t C Jb(Qp) on the system of products Igm x Mn,d, and the trivial action on 
S(b). In the following, with abuse of notations we sometime write 7rN = 7r(N,m,n,d)' 
(\Ve postpone recalling their definition to Section 5, proof of proposition 5.2.) The 
special case ~ = Qic of Theorem 3.1 is proved in [13] by combining together the 
following results. 
Theorem 1 ~12], Theorem 5.11, p. 287} Let £ be an abelian torsion ctale 
sheaf over S(bhac, with torsion orders prime to p and endowed with an action of 
T'V Ev' There exists a TV Ev -equivariant spectral sequence 
Ef,q = Hq(Jb(Qp),~ m,n,dHc(/gm X kI,d, 7r'N£')) => H'g+q(S(b) Xk kac, C). 
Theorem 2 M2], Theorem 5.13, p. 281J Let r ~ 1, and £jS(bh·c , QjM be 
two ctale sheaves of 71,/ [T71,-modules, which are endowed with an action of TV Ev' We 
assume that there exists a system of TV Ev -equivariant isomorphisms, indexed by the 
quadruples (N, m, n, d), 
• £ rv *g 7rN = q2 , 
which are compatible under the morphisms induced by the projections among the 
Jgusa varieties, the inclusion of truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces and the action of 
Jb(Qp)t. Then, there exists a WEv-equivariant spectml sequence 
EM = EBHs=q TOT:h(Qp)(H~(M,(;h), H~(Ig,71,WZ)) => H;:+q(S(b) Xk k ac , C). 
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Theorem 3 /[13], Proposition 21, p. 60S} Let K = KP Kp be a level as in 
Section 2.1.3, b E B(GQp,J.LQ~'). For each r 2:: 1, there exists a system of lVEv -
quasi-isomorphism of complexes, indexed by the quadruples (N, m, n, d), 
7riv(RW;RfKp * (z/rZ)IS(blkaJ ~ q~(R1lI~ RgKp *(z/rZ», 
which are compatible under the morphisms induced by the projections among the 
/gusa varieties, the inclusion of truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces and the action of 
Jb(Qp)t. Furthermore, they are also compatible with the action of G(Qp) t, as the 
level K varies. 
3.1.2 We state the appropriate analogues of Theorems 2 and 3 in the context 
of this paper. 
Theorem 3.2 Let r 2:: 1, and £ Is (b) k a" gd 19o and 92/ M be some etale 
sheaves of Z/zrZ-modules, which are endowed with an action of ~v Ev. We assume 
that there exists a system of ~v Ev -equivariant isomorphisms, indexed by the quadru-
ples (N, m, n, d), 
7rive ~ qr91 ® q~92' 
which are compatible under the morphisms induced by the projections among the 
/gusa varieties, the inclusion of truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces and the action of 
Jb (Qp) t. Then, there exists a ~v Ev -equivariant spectral sequence 
Ep,q = EBt+s=q TorI;b(Qp)(H~(M, 92), H~(Ig, 91» ::::} H~+qCS(b) Xk kac , C). 
Theorem 3.3 Let ~ be a representation of G on a finite dimensional Qic -
vector space, b E B(GQp,J.LQ~')' and K = KPKp a level as in Section 2.1.3. There 
exists a system of W Ev -quasi-isomorphism of complexes, indexed by the quadruples 
(N,m,n,d), 
7riv(R1lI~RfKp * (£dls(bh a , ) ~ qr(e~ 1190) 0 q;(R1lI~ RgKp *(QiC», 
which are compatible under the morphisms induced by the projections among the 
/gusa varieties, the inclusion of truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces and the action of 
Jb(Qp)t. Furthermore, they are also compatible with the action of G(Qp)t, as the 
level K varies. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 In view of the results discussed in Section 2, Theorem 
3.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. In particular, in the case 
of proper Shimura varieties, following the discussions in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.4.3, we 
can deduce the second statement from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, as long as we include 
in Theorem 3.3 the case of the vanishing cycle sheaves associated with a larger class 
of integral models. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 The techniques used in [12] to prove Theorem 2 apply 
directly to this more general case. (Indeed, Theorem 2 is a special case of Theorem 
3.2, namely the case of 91 = Qi.) More precisely, after applying the Kiinneth 
formula for etale cohomology to the products of 19usa varieties and Rapoport-Zink 
spaces, the statement follows from Theorem 1. 0 
The next two sections are dedicated to proving Theorem 3.3. 
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4 Reduction to a special case 
In the previous section, we stated our results for ~ a finite dimensional l-adic 
representation of G. It is an easy observation that in fact it is sufficient to consider 
the cases when ~ is irreducible, since the general case would then follow from those. 
In this section, we explain how the special case of ~ equal to the exterior algebra 
of sums of copies of the dual of the representation V of G implies all the cases of 
~ irreducible and thus the general statement. Further more, we explain how these 
cases are related to the study of the local geometry of the multi-self products of 
the universal abelian scheme over the Shimura varieties. 
4.1 Preliminaries. Let Vo denote the dual of the representation V 0 QF of 
G. We write IQli'C(I) for the l-adic representation of G defined by the character v. 
Thus, we have Vo = V 0 QiC( -1). For any integer s ~ 1, let ;\ ·Va be the exterior 
algebra of the sum of s copies of Vo. (In the following, we also allow s = 0 in which 
case N Vo° denotes the trivial representation lQli'c.) These l-adic representations of 
G play a special role in the theory, since the associated lisse etale sheaves have a 
natural geometric interpretation, as described below. 
4.1.1 Let K be a sufficiently small open compact subgroup of G(AOO). We 
denote by aK : AK --+ ShK the universal abelian scheme over ShK , and by ai< : 
Ai< --+ ShK its s-fold self-product over ShK , for all s ~ 1. (In the following, we also 
allow s = 0 in which case by A'k we simply mean ShK • We also sometime omit 
the index K from the notations.) We define C = CK = RIaK*IQli'c. Then, I:- is a 
lisse etale sheaf over ShK , and more precisely it is the lisse etale sheaf associated 
with the representation Vo. More generally, for any integers s, t 2: 0, the sheaf 
Cs,t = I:-s,t,K = RtaK*lQlic over ShK is the lisse etale sheaf associated with the 
representation At Va . 
4.1.2 For any integer s ~ 0, let Es be the Ql-algebra End(NVa). We recall 
that an element u E Es is said to be homogeneous of degree t if its image is contained 
in ;\ tVa C ;\ ·Va. Weyl's theorem on complete reducibility implies that every finite 
dimensional representation of Gover Qi is completely reducible. Furthermore, in 
our context, every irreducible representation of G appears in an exterior algebra of 
a sum of copies of Va. ([5], Section 15.3, Proposition 15.15 for type An-I; Section 
17.3, Theorems 17.11, 17.21 for type en; Section 19.5, Theorems 19.19, 19.22 for 
type Dn- In loco cit., these results are stated for isometry groups but can be adapted 
to similitude groups.) More precisely, for any irreducible representation ~ of G on 
a finite dimensional lQlic-vector space tv,;, there exist two integers s = s,; ~ 0, 
t = t~ ~ ° and an idempotent E = f,; E Es such that f is homogeneous of degree t, 
and 
tv~ = f(I\·Vn. 
For each ~, the idempotent f{ lies in the subalgebra of E s , s = s,;, generated by 
End(Va) and certain endomorphisms of A ·Va associated with the bilinear form on 
V, regarded as an element in A 2 VJ1(1). 
4.1.3 \eVe deduce that, for each irreducible finite dimensional representation ~ 
of G, there exists a natural isomorphism of lisse etale sheaves over ShK 
1:-,; := f€(Rt~a!~QiC), 
and moreover E€(Rta!~lQli) = 0 for all t =1= t,;' Furthermore, for each irreducible 
representation ~, the action of the associated idempotent f,; E Es on the sheaves 
Rta!Qi, for t 2: 0, s = s~, has a natural geometric interpretation. It can be defined 
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using the endomorphism structure, polarizations, permutations and multiplication 
by scalars on the s-fold self-product of the universal abelian scheme. This observa-
tion justifies what follows in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 where these idempotents are used 
in both the generic and special fibers. 
Proposition 4.1 Maintaining the above notations. For each i 2': 0, there exists 
a canonical Galois equivariant isomorphism of Qic-spaces 
H i(Sh Eac r ) Hi+t~ (AS~ E ac lT1\ac) c K X E ,L-~ ~ E~ C K X E , ~I , 
and an equality of virtual admissible/continuous G(AOO) x Gal(Eac/E)-modules 
Hc(Sh,£~) = (-1)t~E~Hc(AS~,QI)' 
where Hc(AS~,Q/) = Ei(-1)ilim KH~(A'i XE Eac,Q/(t~)). 
--+ 
Proof The proposition is an immediate consequence of the aforementioned 
properties of the idempotents E~ and the properness of aK : AK --7 ShK . D 
4.2 Cohomology groups with coefficients in £~. In the following, we 
proceed to adapt the previous observations to the context of the modules associated 
with the cohomology groups of the reduction of the Shimura varieties, of their 
Newton strata and of the Igusa varieties. 
4.2.1 Let K be an open compact subgroup of G(AOO) as in Section 2.1.3. 
For each s 2': 0, we write Ai<- for the s-fold self product of the universal abelian 
scheme over S K, regarded as a scheme over 0 Ev' vVe denote by A ~ its reduction in 
positive characteristic p, i.e. A~ = Ai<- xSpec{OE
v
) Spec(k), and by RiI!~ = RiI!*'K 
its vanishing cycle functor. For all p, q 2': 0, the spaces 
HP(As x kac RqiI!A(lf1\ac)) = lim HP(As x kac RQiI!A(lf1\ac)) 
c k, 1/ ~I --+K c K k , 1/ ""'-I 
are admissible/continuous G(AOO)t x lVEv-modules, and we define 
Hc(As Xk kac,RiI!~(Qn) = 2)-1)P+QH~(As Xk kac,RqiI!~(QiC)). 
p,q 
Proposition 4.2 Let ~ be an irreducible finite dimensionall-adic representa-
tion of G. For each level K, there is an equality of virtual continuous lV Ev -modules 
HcCSK Xk kac,RiI!~(£~)) = (-1)t<E~Hc(A'i Xk kac,RiI!~(QIC)). 




Proof In order to deduce the latter equalities from the above constructions, it 
suffices to recall that the vanishing cycle functor and the derived pushforward by 
a proper morphism commute ([4], Section 2.1.7, p. 20). We deduce that, for all 
integers s 2': 0, there is a canonical quasi-isomorphism of derived functors 
RiI!~ 0 R(a~). ~ R(uS ). 0 RiI!~s, 
where Q~ and as denote respectively the restrictions of as : AS --7 S to the generic 
and special fibers of DE. (here, 0.0 = ids). D 
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4.2.2 Let b E B(GQp,J1Q~')' For all levels K and integers s 2: 0, we 
write A~(b) for the restriction of A~/SK to the Newton stratum SK(b), and 
with definition analogous to those above, introduce the WEv-module Hc(A~(b) Xk 
kac , RW#UQ1C)) and the admissible/continuous G(A OO)t x WEv -module He(As (b) Xk 
kae , RW#(Q1C)). They are endowed with a natural action of the idempotents E(, 
for all ~ with s = s(. 
Proposition 4.3 Let b E B(GQp,J1Q~')' and ~ an irreducible finite dimen-
sionall-adic representation of G. For each level K, there is an equality of virtual 
continuous fV Ev -modules 
Hc(SK(b) Xk k ac , RW~ (C()) = (-l)t<E(He(Ai (b) Xk kac , RW*(Qn). 
Further more, there is an equality of virtual admissible/continuous G(AOO)t x WEv -
modules 
He(S(b) Xk kac,RW~(C()) = (-l)t<E(He(As«b) Xk kac , RW*(QrC )). 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of the definition of the idempotents 
E(, proposition 4.2 and the Proper Base Change Theorem. 0 
4.2.3 Let K be of the form K = KPKp,a' We assume that the Newton stratum 
~(b) is not empty, and let X be a Barsotti-Tate group with additional structures 
associated with a closed geometric point of S Kp (b). For each m 2: 1, we write 
Igx,KP,m for the associated Igusa variety of level mover SKP(b), and A:;,KP = 
AX,Kp,m for the pullback of the s-fold self-product of universal abelian scheme 
AKP (b)/S Kp (b) over IgKP,m, for all s 2: O. For all i 2: 0, the spaces 
H~(Ab,QiC) = ~ KP,mH~(Ax,KP,m'(W) 
are admissible/continuous G(AOO,P) x Jb(Qp)-modules, and we define 
He(Ab,Qn = L(-l)iH~(Ag,Qr). 
i 
Proposition 4.4 Let b E B (GQp , J1Q~') be an element associated with a non-
empty Newton stratum, and ~ an irreducible finite dimensionall-adic representation 
of G. There is an equality of virtual admissible/continuous G(AOO,P) x Jb(Qp)-
modules 
He(Igb'C() = (-l)t<E(Hc(A~\Qi'C). 
Proof This is also a consequence of the definition of the idempotents E(, propo-
sition 4.2 and of the Proper Base Change Theorem. 0 
4.3 Cohomology of the universal abelian scheme. In view of the obser-
vation of Section 4.2, we now restate Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 in the special case of 
the representations /\ ·Vas, s 2: 0, as results about the cohomology of the multi-self-
products of the universal abelian scheme over the Shimura varieties. 
Theorem 4.5 Let s 2: O. For each b E B(GQp,J1Q~c) (associated with a non-
empty Newton stratum), there is an equality of virtual G(AOO)t x W Ev X S.-modules 
He(As(b) Xk kac , RW*(Q!)) = t'b(He(Ag,QI)), 
where t'b is the functor associated with the local models of the Shimura varieties 
attached to b. In the case of proper Shimura varieties, the above equalities can be 
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extended to the equalities ofG(AOO) x WEv x Ss-modules, for all b E B(GQp".J,Q~')' 
In particular, we deduce an equality of G(AOO) x WEv x Ss-modules 
Theorem 4.6 Let s ~ 0, b E B(GQp,j.LQ~') (associated with a non-empty 
Newton stratum), and K = KP Kp a level of the form Kp = Kp,rn, Jor m ~ O. 
There exists a system oJWEv x Ss-quasi-isomorphism of complexes, indexed by the 
quadruples (N, m, n, d), 
7rj..,(RW;RJKp • (Ra'K .(QrC»IS(b).aJ 
~ q~(Rah • (Q!rC ) 1190) 0 qHR\J!~ RgKp .(QrC», 
which are compatible under the morphisms induced by the projections among the 
Igusa varieties, the inclusion of truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces and the action oj 
Jb(Qp)t. Furthermore, they are also compatible with the action oJG(AOO)t, as the 
level K varies. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5 It follows from the discussion in Section 3.1 that this 
statement is implied by Theorem 4.6 together with Theorem 3.2. Again, in the 
case of proper varieties, the second equality follows from a version of Theorem 4.6 
which includes the case of the vanishing cycle sheaves associated with a larger class 
of integral models. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 It is an immediate consequence of the properties of 
the idempotents fe that Theorem 4.6 implies Theorem 3.3. 0 
4.3.1 We point that, in view of Propositions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the latter 
argument also proves that Theorem 3.1 follows directly from Theorem 4.5. Indeed, 
it suffices to observe that the action of the idempotent fe on the modules Hc(Af" Q!l), 
for all s, ~, commutes with the functor Cb, and this follows from the fact that the 
actions of G(QI) and Jb(Q!p) commute. 
5 Proof of Theorem 4.6 
5.1 Preliminaries. Let s ~ 0, KP c G(AOO,P), b E B(GQp,j.LQ;'c) and X a 
Barsotti-Tate group associated with b be all as above. \Ve write 
Q = O:KP : A~p(b) -+ SKP(b) 
for the multi-self-product of the universal abelian scheme over the Newton stratum 
associated with b, and 
{3 = {3KP : Af"KP -+ Igb,KP,o = Igx,KP,o 
for the pullback of A ~p (b) -+ S KP (b) over the corresponding 19usa variety of level 0, 
under the natural inclusion 19b KP ° c SKP(b). (For simplicity, we are here omitting 
the upper index s in the notatio~ of the structure morphisms, differently than in 
Section 4.) 
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5.1.1 Let m, n, d, N be non-negative integers as in Section 3.1.1. \Ve write 
Igb,KP,m = IgX,Kp,m, and M~,d for the reduced closed fiber of the truncated 
Rapoport-Zink space M~,~. We introduce two distinct abelian schemes defined 
over the product Igb,KP,m X M;:,d. The first one is the pullback of the abelian 
scheme Ab,KP -+ Igb,KP,o under the projection ql : Igb,KP,m X M~::po -+ IgbKp 0, 
we denote it by , " 
'V - - (3 l' AS - *As - AS --:r;,n,d I Mn,d 
I - iKP - X • b,Kp - ql b,KP - b,KP X .IV'b -+ gb,KP,m X b' 
:rhe second .one is the pullback ofA~p (b) -+ SKP(b) under the map 7rN = 7r(N,m,n,d) 
mtroduced III Section 3.1.1, we write 
0= OKp,N : Bt,Kp,N = 7rNA~p(b) -+ Igb,KP,m X M;;,d. 
In the following, with abuse of notation, we also denote by 7r N the corresponding 
morphism Bi"Kp,N -+ A~p(b). We remark that, given the moduli interpretation of 
the scheme SKP(b), the datum of the abelian scheme Bb,Kp,N over Igb,KP,m X M~,d 
is equivalent to the datum of the corresponding morphism 7rN. We will recall the 
explicit definition of the schemes Bb,Kp,N in the proof of proposition 5.2. 
5.1.2 To extend the previous definitions to the cases of general levels K, of 
the form K = KP Kp as in Section 2.1.3, we consider the morphisms 1 x 9Kp : 
I AAn,d I ~M ,d h ~M ,d ~M ,d d gb,Kp,m X .IV1b,Kp -+ gb,KP,m X b' were 9Kp: b,Kp -+ b enote the 
natural projections associated with the change of level. (For each n, d, we denote 
-:--711 d ...,---,n d --by M b:Kp the pullback over Mb' of the cover Mb,Kp -+ Mb.) For each level K, 
we define 
A s AS ~M ,d I AAn,d iK: b K = b Kp X b K -+ gb KP m X .IV'b K 
, , , p " , p 
and 
OK = OK,N : Bi"K -+ Igb,Kp,m X M:::p 
respectively as the pullbacks of iKP and OKp,N under the map 1 x 9Kp' With abuse 
of notations, we denote the natural projections Ag,K -+ Ab,KP and Bg.K -+ Bi"KP 
also by 9K. We recall that, for all level K, O:K : A~(b) -+ SK(b) denotes the 
P - -
pullback of 0: = iiKP under the map fKp ; SK(b) -+ SKP(b). In the following, we 
also write fK for the associated projection A~(b) -+ A~p (b). 
P -s 
5.1.3 \Ve observe that, for all levels K, the schemes AK(b) arise as the special 
fiber of integral abelian schemes, namely (the restriction of) the corresponding 
multi-self-products of the universal abelian schemes over the integral models of 
the Shimura varieties. The same does not hold for the abelian schemes AI, K and 
Bt,K' which are defined only in positive characteristic. In particular, whiie over 
A~(b) it is only natural to consider the vanishing cycle sheaves associated with 
the corresponding integral abelian schemes in characteristic zero, the analogous 
construction is not available over Ag.K and Bt,K' Instead, we consider the pullbacks 
over Ag K and Bi, K of the vanishing cycle sheaves associated with the Rapoport-
Zink sp~ce of the s'ame level. To explain such a choice, we observe that if appropriate 
integral abelian schemes existed (and indeed, Serre-Tate theorem implies that the 
datum of the universal Barsotti-Tate group over Mb,K formally locally defines 
such lifts), then the associated vanishing cycle sheaves over Ab,K and Bg,K would 
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tautologically agree with pullbacks of those associated with the Rapoport-Zink 
spaces. 
5.2 Proof. We deduce Theorem 4.6 from the following two results. 
Proposition 5.1 Maintaining the above notations. There is a system oflVEv x 
Ss·quasi-isomorphisms of complexes 
7r'N(RiJ!~R!Kp *(RaK * (QiC»IS(bhaJ ':::' R8N *8'N(q~RiJ!~ RgKp * «(lie», 
indexed by quadruples (N, m, n, d), such that, as (N, m, n, d) varies, they are com· 
patible under the pullback by the projections among the Jgusa varieties, the inclusion 
among the truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces, and the action of Jb(Qp) t. They are also 
compatible under pullback by the action of G(Qp)t, as the level K varies. 
Proposition 5.2 Maintaining the above notations. There is a system oflVEv x 
Ss·quasi-isomorphisms of complexes 
R8N *8N(q;RiJ!~ RgKp *(QiC» ~ qr(RaKP * (QiC)llgo ) @ q~(RiJ!~ RgKp *(QiC», 
indexed by quadruples (N, m, n, d), such that, as (N, m, n, d) varies, they are com-
patible under the pullback by the projections among the Jgusa varieties, the inclusion 
among the truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces, and the action of Jb(Qp)t. They are also 
compatible under pullback by the action of G(Qp)t, as the level K varies. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6 The system of quasi-isomorphisms in the statement 
is the composition of those appearing in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. D 
Proof of proposition 5.1 It follows from the fact that the vanishing cycle 
functor commutes with derived pushforward ([1], Corollary 4.2, p.548; [2], Corollary 
2.3, p. 373) that 
7rN(RW~RfKp *(RaK * (Q'n » '" 7rN(RiJ!~RaKP • (RfKp * (Q'IC ») 
'" 7rN(RiiKP *RiJ!~(RfKp • (Q'IC))) , 
and from the Proper Base Change Theorem ([14], Corollary 2.3, pp. 223-224) that 
7r'N(RiiKP *RiJ!~(R!Kp * (Q'IC ))) ':::' R8N,KP * (7rNRiJ!~(RfKp * (Q'IC»). 
(Here above, and through out the rest of the proof, for L a sheaf defined over S KP X 
kac , we write 7r'NL to mean 7r'N(£IS(bhaJ, where S(bhac = SKP(b) x kac c SKP X 
kac.) Let q2RiJ!~(RgKp*(Q'IC» '" 7r'NRiJ!~(RfKp*(Qn) denote the compatible 
system of WEv-quasi-isomorphisms in Theorem 3 ([13], Proposition 21, p. 605). It 
yields a system of quasi-isomorphisms 
R8N .8'N(q~RiJ!~ RgKp * (Q/.'C» ':::' R8N*8'N(7rNRiJ!~ (RfKp * (Q/.'C»). 
On the other hand, the equality 7rN 0 ON = ii 07rN implies 
RON *8'N(7r'NRiJ!~ (RfKp * (Q'IC ))) '" RON*(7rNiiKpRiJ!~(RfKp * (QiC ))). 
Thus, in order to conclude, it suffices to prove 
RiJ!~(RfKp*(Q'IC» ~ iiKpRiJ!~(RfKp.(Qn». 
\Ve recall that given a morphism of TV (kac)_ formal schemes which are locally of finite 
type, if the morphism is smooth then the associated map between the vanishing 
cycles of the triviall-adic sheaf is a quasi-isomorphism ([12], Proposition 2.26, p. 
235; [7], Lemma II.5.6, p.47). We apply this result to the (smooth) GEv -morphisms 
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(XK : A% -+ S!<, for all levels K (not just K = KP Kp,o). By combining this with 
the pertment mstances of the Proper Base Change Theorem and the fact that the 
vanishing cycle functor commutes with derived pushforward, we obtain the following 
chain of quasi-isomorphisms 
RW~(RfKp • (QiC)) ~ RiKp.(RW~K(QiC)) ~ RiKp .(aKRW~K(QiC)) 
~ aKpR/Kp .(RW~K (QiC)) ~ aKpRW~(RiKp • (QiC)). 
Finally, it is an immediate consequence of the functoriality of the above construc-
tions and of the compatibility among the quasi-isomorphisms in Theorem 3 that the 
resulting system of quasi-isomorphisms, as N, m, n, d and K vary, has the required 
properties. \Ve remark that given the general statement of Theorem 3 ([13], Propo-
sition 21, p. 605), this proof holds also for the vanishing cycle sheaves associated 
with the larger class of integral models considered in [13]. 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.2 We deduce from the Kunneth formula, applied to 
the morphism / = f3 xl, that 
qi(RaKP • (QiC)Ilgo) 0 q;(RW~ RgKp • (QiC)) ~ 
~ qr(Rj3KP • (QiC)) 0 q~(RW~ RgKp • (QiC)) 
~ R/KP */KP(q; (QF) 0 q;(RW~ RgKp • (Qle ))) 
~ R/KP*/KP(q~(RW~RgKp.(Q'tC))). 
Thus, it suffices to establish that, for any compatible system of lisse etale l-adic 
sheaves F = Frn,n,d, defined over the products Igx,KP,m X M~,d, there exists a 
compatible system of quasi-isomorphisms 
R8N*ONF~ R,.,·F, 
indexed by quadruples (N, m, n, d). Indeed, the existence of such a system of quasi-
isomorphisms applied to the sheaves F = q2(RW~ RgKp • (Q'tC )) , for each level 
K p , implies the statement. (\Ve remark that this holds also for the vanishing 
cycle sheaves associated with the larger class of integral models considered in [13].) 
\Ve recall that for any KP, m, n, d, N (with m, N sufficiently large with respect 
to d), 1 : AS -+ IgKP,m X K,d and ON : BN -+ IgKP,m X Mn,d are abelian 
schemes constructed via two different pullbacks from the universal abelian scheme 
over the reduction of the corresponding Shimura variety. \Ve remark that while AS 
depends only on the indexes KP, m, n, d, the scheme BN depends also on a choice 
of a sufficiently large integer N. In fact, BN is defined via pullback under the 
morphism 7rN = 7r(N,m,n,d)' Furthermore, as we already remarked, the datum of 
the morphism 7r(N,m,n,d) : IgKP,m X Mn,d -+ SKP(b) is equivalent to that of the 
abelian scheme BN over IgKP,m X kl,d. We recall the definition of BN, for any 
quintuple (KP, m, n, d, N). Let q denote the cardinality of the residue field k of 
E, and F : A -+ A(q) the (log q)-th power of the Frobenius morphism on A. Let 
f3 : X -+ 1l denote (the pullback. of) the universal quasi-isogeny over the Rapoport-
Zink space M, and jm : X[pm] -+ Hsp[prn] denote (the pullback of) the universal 
Igusa structure of level m on the Barsotti-Tate group H = A[POO]/Cx. It follows 
from the definition of the truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces that the restriction of 
f3 to Nr,d satisfies the conditions that pnj3 is an isogeny and ker(pnj3) C X[Pd]. 
Further more, in [13] (Lemma 8, p. 591-592) we proved that, given N sufficiently 
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large with respect to d and m 2=: d, the Igusa structure jm induces an isomorphisms 
of truncated Barsotti-Tate groups 
j$:() = IN ojmIX[pd] : X[pd] ~ Hsp[pd] rv H(qN) [Pd]. 
We define BN = 7rNA as the quotient of A(qN) by the finite flat group scheme 
j$:() (ker(pn 13» c A (qN) [pd] 
([13], Proposition 9, p. 592). It follows from the definition that BN comes equipped 
with a p-power isogeny 1/1N : A(qN) -+ BN. We remark that it is an immediate 
consequence of the construction that, as the indexes KP, m, d vary, the correspond-
ing pairs (B N, 1/1 N) agree under pullback by the projections among Igusa varieties 
and the inclusions among truncated Rapoport-Zink spaces. As n varies, the pairs 
(BN' 1/1N) agree under pullback only after composing 1,llN with the appropriate power 
of p, Le. after replacing 1/1N by the quasi-isogeny p-n1,llN. Finally, as N vary, the 
data (BN, ¢N) agree under pullback by the appropriate power of Frobenius, i.e. for 
each N there is a canonical identification between (BN+1,1/1N+1) and (B~), 1/1<;p). 
For any s 2': 1, we define <PN = 1,llN 0 FN : AS -+ BN. It is an easy observation that 
the morphisms <PN are p-power isogenies of abelian schemes over IgKP,m X Mn,d, 
for all indexes KP, m, n, d, N, and that they are obviously Ss-equivariant. Let 
F = Fm,n,d be a compatible system of lisse etale l-adic sheaves over the products 
Igx,KP,m xM~,d. Then, for each set of indexes, the isogeny <PN induces a morphism 
of complexes 
<PN * : R,*"/ F -+ R8N * (jNF, 
which are quasi-isomorphisms since <PN are p-power isogenies and l =I- p. More-
over, it follows from the above discussion that after composing each <PN * with 
a-Nlogpqp-n, we obtain a compatible system of quasi-isomorphisms R,*,* F e:" 
R8 N *(jNF with the required properties (here, a denotes the natural action of Frobe-
nius of k on the complexes). 0 
5.3 Remark. We conclude this paper with a brief remark aimed to clarify the 
proof of Theorem 4.6 and its relation to the results in [13] (namely, to Theorem 3). 
To do so, we explain our approach from a different point of view. Let us consider 
a proof of Theorem 4.6 which deals with the special case of levels K which are 
maximal compact at p, Le. K = KP Kp,o, and the general case, i.e. K = KP Kp 
for Kp C Kp,o, separately. This new approach is not essentially different from our 
previous one. Indeed, in the case of levels K = KP Kp,o, Theorem 4.6 simply states 
the existence of a compatible system of WE" -quasi-isomorphism of complexes 
7riv(RaKP * (QiC»IS(bhac ~ q;(RaKP * (QI)II&,) 0 q2(QiC). 
This amounts to comparing the etale cohomology with constant l-adic coefficients 
of two abelian schemes in positive characteristic. The statement follows directly 
from the corresponding special case of proposition 5.2 and from the first half of 
the proof of proposition 5.1. In particular, for these levels, the pertinent vanishing 
cycle sheaves are trivial and the results do not rely on Theorem 3. Subsequently, 
given Theorem 4.6 in the special case, in order to extend that result. to the general 
case, we need to establish the general statements of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. In the 
case of proposition 5.2, the general statement follows immediately from its special 
case via Proper Base Change. The same it is not true for proposition 5.1, and in 
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the second half of the proof of proposition 5.1 we rely on the theory of vanishing 
cycles to deduce the general statement of proposition 5.1 from Theorem 3. In 
particular, the more general version of Theorem 4.6 which is required to deduce the 
second statement in Theorem 4.5 (under the assumption that the Shimura varieties 
are proper) follows directly from the corresponding version of Theorem 3 ([13], 
Proposition 21, p. 605). 
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